
REDUCE: 
Aim to reduce the amount you 

buy or use.

REUSE: 
Can this item be used again?

RECYCLE: 
Check if it can be recycled? 

(including compost)

DISPOSE: 
Only dispose to 
landfill if there is  

no alternative.

Low Waste  
Lifestyle

WASTE 
FACT  
SHEET

The Orange community has a strong focus on waste 
reduction and sustainability, with a growing movement 
towards the practice of finding reusable or compostable 
alternatives to disposable, single-use or plastic items. 

Many people have joined the “green movement” and 
committed to a zero waste or low waste lifestyle.  This 
approach aims to prevent waste from being created in the 
first place, rather than requiring the need for solutions 
to deal with waste afterwards, and is very effective in 
stopping waste at the source. If your sink was overflowing, 
it would make sense to turn off the tap before mopping the 
floor!

Consider the waste hierarchy, which describes the best 

ways to manage our waste, from the most, to least preferred 

option.

Rethinking actions which lead to waste can apply to many 

situations e.g. Shopping at retail stores, grocery shopping, 

energy usage, travel and celebrations.

Low waste and sustainability-focused local business, Orange 

Eco, shares answers to common questions and struggles that 

people have when trying to cut down their waste.

RETHINK:  
Do I really need it?
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Frequently asked questions
Q There are so many plastic/disposable items in our daily 
lives that I find it overwhelming to change – where do I 
start?

Probably the biggest impact you can make to eliminate 

plastic from your life is by shopping at bulk food stores and 

places that will put your food in reusable containers. The 

second way is to slowly swap out disposables for reusables. 

Q I am doing my best to say “no” to single-use plastic 
and choose reusables, but my family/housemates don’t 
care as much as I do, and we are still filling up our rubbish 
bin. What is the best way to communicate how important 
this is, without coming across as an “annoying greenie”?

When people come across as “preachy”, other people’s 

response is always defensive. The best thing you can do is 

to live by example and maybe create opportunities for your 

household to see some excellent documentaries on the issue 

of ocean plastic.

If you put in place easy, waste-sorting options for your 

household such as a food scrap caddy for the worm farm or 

green bin, a container to collect soft plastic to be RedCycled 

(recycling program offered by local supermarkets) and a 

recycling bin, people will use it with a little education on what 

goes where.

You could offer to be the grocery shopper for the household 

and choose better, more compostable or recyclable product 

packaging options from the start. People are more likely to 

use the reusable option if it’s there and convenient. Finally, 

get them involved! Create a worm farm, veggie patch, 

recycled artwork, compost system or make food from 

scratch together.

Q What is the best part about zero waste living?

There have only been positives. I’m being creative, eating 

better quality and healthier food and saving heaps of money 

as well! I’ll also get thanked and told I’m an inspiration more 

than I ever have for anything else I have ever done in my life! I 

feel that my child sees that I truly care about his future world 

too.

To start your zero waste journey or 
to simply learn more, contact your 
local environmental group.

Orange Eco

Phone: 0414 081 669 

Email: orangeeco@hotmail.com 

Website: www.facebook.com/orange-eco-162422581198717 

(or search the name on Facebook)

Futuring Orange

Phone: 0400 258 211 

Email: futuringorange@gmail.com 

Website: www.futuringorange.com

Plastic Free Orange NSW

Website: www.facebook.com/plastic-free-orange-

nsw-1338751512936119 (or search the name on Facebook)
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